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Ceiling presence detector EB, 360 degrees PD-C360/8
mini Slave

ESYLUX
PD-C360/8 mini Slave
EP10426063
4015120426063 EAN/GTIN

564,88 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (CHN)

Ceiling presence detector EB, 360 degrees PD-C360/8 mini slave version presence detector, sensor type passive infrared, scanning angle 360°, optimum mounting height 3m,
max. range to one side 4m, max. presence area 7.08m², max. frontal range 2m, Detection field diameter on floor 8m, with signal unit, suitable for ceiling mounting, mounting
type flush-mounted, connection type other, material plastic, material quality thermoplastic, halogen-free, surface untreated, surface design matt, color other, transparent,
protection class (IP) IP55, voltage type AC, nominal voltage 230V, min. switch-on time 0s, max. switch-on time 0min, switch-off delay 0s, switch-on delay 30s, horizontal
detection angle 180 ... 360°, sensor swivel range, horizontal 0°, sensor swivel range, vertical 0°, temperature -25 ... 50°C , number of switching zones 0, height 60mm, diameter
33mm, installation depth 45mm, installation diameter 25mm, min. depth of the device box 45mm, slave presence detector to expand the detection range of a master presence
detector with 360° detection range for ceiling mounting. Range of up to 8 m in diameter for cost-effective system expansion with up to 10 additional extensions. All parameters
are set on the master detector, the slave detector detects movements and forwards them to the master. Small, compact size for an installation hole diameter of only 25 mm.
Fixed connection cable with a length of 60 cm. New, universal ESYLUX clamping technology for quick installation in suspended ceilings, lights, flush-mounted sockets,
cupboards, etc. Recessed ceiling installation in suspended, closed ceilings with the enclosed spring clips or clamping ring. Targeted blanking of areas using the enclosed lens
mask. The slave detector can be connected to the following detectors:- PD-C360i/8 mini, PD-C360i/12 mini, PD-C360i/8 mini DIM, PD-C360i/12 mini DIM.
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